CHAPTER 1

New Sounds of Faith!1

1. You may want to consider these 12 chapters as some of the best Bible out of over 6 years of Bible preaching and teaching
from SunGrist_Bible on www.biblecombibleman.com; and in that way it will be new sounds of presentation.

Congratulations, you are living in the period of the two greatest events of all
world history, one bad and one good; that is eclipsing World War II and the
establishment of the United States of America, far beyond in significance
the inventions of mothers, apple pie, and patriotism of the American flag-yes even beyond the influence of garage sales, are these two world ending
events of history, the great apostasy called the Falling Away (II Timothy
4:4,5) and the Second Coming of Christ that ends all on this old earth and
establishes a new earth with new citizens. Most citizens, especially church
members, do not recognize that we are already deep into the great apostasy
of the Falling Away; and far less acknowledge the truth of the Bible sequence
of these two events, first the Falling Away which demands that Christians
still be on this earth so that there is something to fall away from, and second
that it is the falling away that ushers in the Second Coming, whereby those
living Christians that remain “shall not prevent the dead in Christ, for the
dead in Christ shall rise first, then we that remain and are alive will be caught
up with them to meet the Lord in the air.”
Yes, you Bible Baptist fundamentalists {herein called BBF‛s} never stopped to
think of how you are unsuccessfully trying to “prevent the dead in Christ
from rising first”--aren‛t you ashamed of yourself--by denying that Christians must go through the Falling Away; and the sad part for so many church
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members in America today in the most conservative {and so called evangelistic} denominations, is that they deny, or ignore, or will “not endure” the
sound doctrines of: (1) we of the world are in the Falling Away from our
“first love” of God, Christ, and the Bible right now; and (2) at the end of
this Falling Away, any day now, comes the Second Coming which ushers in
the END of this old earth and the beginning of new life on the new earth.
Does all this sound NEW to you? Then you are a number one candidate of
the NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH. It is not that it is a new way of faith like
the Christian scientists would offer you by way of faith healing, or that
Mormons would offer you with their “reformed gospel” of works instead of
grace; it just sounds NEW because either your head or you heart has not
heard it before, or both!
For a “few” (Matthew 7:13,14), this will be New Sounds of a New Faith; but
for the vast majority of world and church member citizens, especially in
America where there are more citizens eligible for the falling away, it will
simply be NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH, because you have not heard these
sound and are not hearing these sounds. You see, this within itself is part o
the falling away, that real Bible starts to sound strange to you and unread
Bible like matters on “rapture” and “the millineum” start to seem like spiritual realities to you. Do you forget that in your rush to hear about prophetic predictions, that the number one prediction from Jesus is an
abundance of deceptive and deceiving prophets, Bible teachers, preachers,
and evangelists? You are not ready for the new sounds of faith, until you
face up to the realities in the world today that the “deceivers” are here now
and in abundance. There is just no way in the Bible--and this may also sound
new to you--that you can be looking for the eminent return of Christ without a recognition of the present falling away that is the necessary predecessor of the Second Coming and the END!1
NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH is built on the e-book that many of you have
downloaded and enjoyed through the years of SunGrist_Bible on www.biblecombibleman.com, SOME SOUNDS OF SOUND FAITH; and it is a compilation of some of the most noteworthy in that they sounded NEW

1. Many BBF’s are confused with old sounds they in deception call part of the old faith in confusing efforts to separate the two simultaneous events of the Second Coming and the END.
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presentations to you online during the over 6 years of www.biblecombibleman.com. Such monthly newsletters, free PDFs, and online chapters as:
{chapter 1 is this introduction to the book NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH}
2. Conspiracy Against the Kingdom of God;
3. The END part 1;
4. The END part 2;
5. Future of the Middle East;
6. Prophesy and Prophets part 1;
7. Prophesy and Prophets part 2;
8. Wound of the Unheard Doctrine;
9. Strong Delusions toward False Conclusions;
10. The Text of Refreshing Evangelism;
11. Hope of the Christian Calling Undiluted;
12. The ASPI version of the Bible;
13. The ALL SCRIPTURE approach and movement; and
14. A balanced life of Bread and Bible.
{chapter 15, a repeat from SOME SOUNDS OF SOUND FAITH of the
last chapter of “Health Check”, with additions.}
If you heart is in the right place, you will recognize these New sounds as the
real sounds of the Bible that have been clouded in your mind by the propaganda of the deception of which Jesus spoke in Matthew 24; then perhaps
the sounds in your heart can drag the same sounds into your head to recognize the pinnacle from which Christianity has fallen during the last 40 or
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more years. {40-80 years is designated in the Bible for the previous
periods of falling away of God‛s people that are given to us as examples
of what no to repeat in the Bible.}
Prayerfully, these NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH can challenge you heart, mind,
and soul--the designated same places where you are to love God with all, and
you must admit that you do not have the same love and passion as you did
for Christ at initial salvation--to check yourself against some more objective standards in the Bible for soundness that you presently know, such as
check yourself against these few words out of the mouth of God Himself as
recorded in II Timothy 4:3,4.
“For the time will come...”
{the time is already here and that will be a new sound to you}
“...when they will not endure sound doctrine...”
{this is an intolerance among church members toward sound Bible teachings and doctrines, primary coming from deception and a love that has
waxed cold}
“But out of their own desires...”
{purpose driven by the Spirit and Christ has been replaced by purpose
driven, individual wants and desires of church members}
“..because they have itching ears...”
{church members and church leaders, primarily the Bible teachers, have
itching ears that need the comfort of popularity and worldly acceptance
and approval--those itching ears that need the comfort of flattery in
word of deed}
“will they heap up teachers with itching ears...”
{surely you must recognize the American wide movements for years,
particularly in the Bible belt, to heap out Bible teachers and preachers-men of God of sound doctrine--from pulpits and seminaries of sound
4
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doctrine, and simultaneously heap in, at the local and denominational levels, men of popular doctrines and teachings1}
“turn away from the truth...”
{this 4th stage and next to the last stage of the Falling Away is where
churches and church members and leaders are right now, and it is so
subtly but part of the end successful deception of which Jesus spoke in
Matthew 24}
“and be turned into fables...”
{you know many that are already into fables and the more conservative
are right behind them}
At the end of the 12 new sounds of faith {or doctrine}, the “Health Check”
final chapter of SOME SOUNDS OF SOUND FAITH will be presented for
your exhortation, comfort, and edification. Good luck, or we should say,
GOOD GRACE FROM GOD FOR UNDERSTANDING OF THE HEART, MIND,
AND SOUL!
Oh yes, one other mercenary item of paying for these chapters, by e-mail and
five dollars each. Granted you have two choices: (1) if you wish to dig out
from this vast web site for yourself the best of 6 years that is possible, and
through the years that ingenuity has been admired and allowed, especially by
spiders and scrappers {and the permitted robots.txt file in file manager
which is without restrictions}; or (2) if you wish to make a contribution to
this ministry, having recognized the faithfulness to the Word and the profit-

1. Part of the heritage of the Southern Baptist Convention {SBC} was the split approximately 25 years ago caused by
the BBFs, partly out of their “desires of the flesh to envy” whereby they sought the larger, more profitable pulpits,
partly out of their proper lack of brotherly love that allowed them to destroy brethren from their careers and reputations through false and deceptive fables of “moderates”; but primarily because they could not endure sound doctrines
that disagreed with their extra-biblical concepts of “rapture” and “millennium”. Now, their deceptive influence is
more subtle like through the Lifeway book stores that replaced the old Broad man press. Have you noticed how the
books are changing in favor of the BBF perspective, and beyond that they do a so-called “theological review” of any
proposed book, an approach that reminds one of the Roman Catholic church during the dark ages as they sought to
suppress any differences. What we have now as denominational leaders reminds one of what Dr. R. G. Lee use to
say, “Wrens make prey where eagles dare not perch.” Of course, they publish their own books without hesitation,
and Baptists as we once knew them are no more! No more Lees, Truetts, and B. H. Carrolls; and comparables and as
soon as they can, these religious bureaucrats will weed such out of Lifeway in the name of keeping up with the times.
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less motivations, then you can order these 13 chapters by e-mail and pay for
them through e-mail with an e-mail link to PayPal.
Or you can purchase the whole e-book in PDF of NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH
if you desire. We are told that it is not good to give everything away for
free, in spite of the motivation of “freely we have received, freely we give”
as many people will not appreciate what they have not paid for. Still less
than 1% of the Bible material is available for purchase.
With the goal of SunGrist_Bible, online and off line, is “More Bible, More
World”, and sometimes publication like on Amazon.com can further the distribution in the world. It has been found to be ridiculous, once the decision
has been made to publish in color, like with the scriptures in green and the
notes in blue, to consider other than e-books and other than by e-mail.
Color publication with a press makes the cost prohibitive for the average
person, especially now in these economical hard times, when it can be done
so much more efficiently through computers, You already own your computers, you already pay for internet or a i phone or tethered phone, you should
have Adobe Reader on your computer, or the equivalent; and if not, you can
order it simply and free from www.adobe.com. {Also using the button
below.}
Lastly, the method of OPR by e-mail {ORDER, PAY, and RECEIVE by e-mail}
helps to direct the BEST toward those who desire it, those not on fire to
destroy the SBC as we knew it for over 50 years. Also it prevents the
download of the same material by those with motivations to profit, by their
ingenuities to get into file manager. The e-mails which only go to those who
have requested to pay the $5 for a chapter, and/or the $20 for the complete NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH.
OPR by E-mail Procedure
1. Download the list of 12 chapters to see which chapter you want to buy, or
look at the list online.
2. E-mail jerryvmc@toast.net for which chapter you want by return e-mail.
3. Immediately you will be emailed two links to PayPal for purchase of
either the chapter you requested or the whole NEW SOUNDS OF FAITH.
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4. Pay by choosing the proper e-mail link, PayPal notifies us, and your e-mail
address will be sent the chapter-manuscript in PDF format.
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